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INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE
It has been truly stated that the theory of ionization
has suffered more at the hands of its friends than its enemies.
This statenmnt holds particular significance in that field of
substances which we designate as strong electrolytes.
Oetwald's dilution law (34), as derived from certain
assumptions of the original ionization theory of Arrhenius,
was found to apply with remarkable success to weak electrolytes.
Upon investigating further, in the field of strong electrolytes,
early experimenters reeeived somewhat of a shock when they dis-
covered that the dilution law here possessed no quantitative
significance. There was at ones a flood of mathematical,
"corrected" equations, attempting to explain the waywardness of
the strong electrolytes. Sines few of thess equations had any
sound theorstical foundation, thsy were soon discardsd.
Out of this mors or less chaotic state there has risen
a theory which is now winning general recognition. Lewis (25)
drawing his material from ths field of thermodynamics, and ably
seconded by the work of Debye and Huckel (ll) , has presented the
Theory of Activity. This theory proposes to account for the
deviation of the strong slectrolytss from ths laws of ideal
solutions.
The inversion of oane sugar is a reaotion catalyzed
by the hydrogen ion. Since the reaotion is measurably slow and
9
2 *
may be easily followed by means of the polari»cop6, it makes
an excellent vehicle for ths study of mass action equilibria
and reaotien orders. This in part may account for the voluminous
and often contradictory literature which has been presented
concerning the process*
A quantitative relationship between the reaction
velocity and the concentration of hydrogen ion has been observed
in the ease of weak acids, such as acetic. In the case of
stronger acids, however, sueh as hydrochloric, there is a deviation
of some 30 per cent between the reaetion velocity and the stochio-
metrie concentration of the aeid. Several attempts have been
made to explain this discrepancy but none have been adequate. A
similar deviation from the ideal laws of solutions has been eb-
servei in the ease of other catalysed reactions. To thsss, other
investigators (l), (19), have applied, with some success, the
above mentioned activity theory. Ho similar attempt, however, has
been made to apply this theory directly to the inversion of sucrose.
Other investigators (19) havs reali«ed the problem but have avoided
employing this reaction in a study of the activity-rate theory for
fear of interfering influences.
The primary purpose of this investigation is to apply
the theory of activity te the inversion of sucrose in an attempt
to ascertain what relationship, if any, exists between the rate
of inversion and the activity of the catalyzing hydrogen ion.
Supplementing the above it is purposed to investigate
the inversion of sucrose, as such, with the idea in mind of
cheeking oyer certain parts of the process concerning which
there has been some controversy*
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The inversion of sucrose nay be represented as
follows
*
C12H22°11 HOH —>
CgHjjjOg 4 C6H1206
Sucrose Glucose Fructose
When on optically active substance, such as sucrose,
undergoes a change in concentration during the course of a
reaetion, the polariscope pro-rides a convenient means of measuring
the rate of the reaotion. Since the change in optical rotation,
in passing from sucrose, h - + U * » *° ^vert »«8»»
jrujp - ,. 3 7 o , is so large, very accurate measurements may
be obtained with a polariscope*
The above process, although strictly speaking a bi-
molecular reaetion, seems to follow the first order law.
The inversion is catalysed by acids and thus presents
a convenient means of studying mass action equilibria of
electrolytes.
Data obtained from such studies hava bsen employed by many, in-
cluding Arrhenius (3), both in support and in contradiction (4)
(35) to certain basic assumptions of the ionisation theory.
In view of all the above it is not surprising that an
enormous quantity of literature has been amassed concerning this
reaction. Since 1850 some two hundred papers have been pressnted.
Consequently, in this review only a few of the more important
papere on the inversion process will be discussed and these in
chronological sequence. Following these a review of the activity
theory will be presented together with some of the recent
attempts
to apply this theory to rates of reaction.
In 1850 Wilhelmy (46) measured the rate of inversion
of suerose by means of a polariscope. He used hydrochlorio
acid
as a catalyst and found that upon completion of the
reaction he
was able to precipitate all the acid and the sugar
still remained
"inverted". He concluded that the change did not consist
of a
combination of the acid with the sugar. He demonstrated
that the
reaction proceeded at a definite measurable rate which
may be
stated mathematically ast
j£- - -k(a - x)
dt
where ft - initial amount of sugar, x - amount
of sugar inverted
at time t, and k - a constant. Upon integration
the above yields
_i_ In S }
t a - x
the familiar first order equation.
From the first order equation it is evident that
the
rate of reaction should be independent of the
initial concentration
of sucrose. In 1885, however, Ostwald (33) using
.5M HC1 as a
catalyst and varying the concentration of «mgar
from 4 to 40 per
cent reported the following values*
6Initial Concentration Velocity Coefficient
of sugar in per cent k x 10"*
4 19.14
10 20.63
20 22.87
40 29.16
In his observations on the above figures Oatwald remarks that the
process of inversion is undoubtedly influenced by side reactions
which become more manifest the more concentrated the solution.
Spohr (41), working along similar lines, observed that
as the concentration of sucrose is increased more water is dis-
placed and hence the acid is made virtually stronger. In a series
of weight normal sugars, with .IN aoid as a catalyst, he obtained
practically the same velocity constant over a wide range of sucrose
concentrations
•
In 1889 Arrhenius, (3) in view of his classic work on
cane sugar hydrolysis in the presence of aeetic acid, attributed
the inverting power of acids to the hydrogen ion, which view is
in general favor today. Arrhenius also claimed that only a portion
of the sucrose molecules are susceptible to inversion at any given
moment. These molecules he designates as active and represents an
equilibrium as follows:
inactive sugar ^ active sugar - q calories
Thus a chemical reaction according to Arrhenius is preceded by a
process of molecular activation* Arrhenius (4) also observed
that the inverei ve power of the acid, in a sucrose-acetic acid
mixture , was greatly diminished when sodium acetate was added*
His results are in agreement with the mass law* from which we
may deduce that the addition of a neutral salt to an acid possess-
ing a common anion* must be accompanied by a corresponding reduction
in the concentration of the hydrogen ion* and hence the invar sive
power of the acid. Upon using potassium chloride as the neutral
salt Arrhenius (4) observed a marked increase in the inversive
power of the acid* He was at a loss to explain this and finally
proposed a modification of his dissociation theory in which he
postulated that water acquires a greater dissociating power in the
presence of certain neutral salts* or the salt itself acts as a
dissociating medium*
A more recent interpretation of the above neutral salt-
effect may be found in the theory of Dual Catalysis of which
H* S* Taylor (42) ie a supporter* In this theory a catalytic
effect is attributed to the undissociated hydrochloric acid mole-
cule as well as to the hydrogen ion*
Trevor (45) accepted Arrhenius' work in full and used
the inversion of sucrose as a means of estimating the number of
hydrogen ions in solutions of very weak acids*
In agreement with Trevor* Palmaer (35) and Smith (40)
conclude that in very dilute solutions, (less than *01 II HCl)
the rate of inversion is proportional to the number of hydrogen
ions*
3Tht work of these investigators has been criticised
upon the ground* that platinum vessels and would act as
catalysts and tend to promote oxidation of the glucose.
luler (13) attoaptod to explain the deviation from
the MM l«r at higher acid concentration, (greater than .01 H HCl)
upon the claim that all .ubctancc. arc ccacntially
electrolyte..
He maintained that cane sugar was elightly
ionised and that an
action occurred between the ion. of sugar and the
ions of water.
The acid, according to Buler, brought about
cataly.i. by increasing
the total nuMcr of ion. in the product, CA
CB CH Cqh where A
and B represent the ions of sugar.
Lippmann (28) in a scries of article, refuted Euler's
claim. Lippmann cited the very exact work of
Loomi. (29) who, by
means of freesing point measurements, demonstrated
that there is
not the slightest dissociation of the sugars.
Three British investigators, Armstrong, Caldwell
and
Wheeler, (2) evidently overlooked Spohr'e
work (41). for they
undertook an investigation of O.twald's (33)
contention that the
rate of inversion increased 38 per cent for
a range of sucrose
concentration, fro- 4 to 40 per cent. These
investigate, reported
that the supposed abnormality did not exit. Over
a rang, of from
10 to 70 per cut wore., they found that the
inv.ir.ion octant
varied only 3.3 per cent. A p.r.i.t.nt lucre...,
however, in the
reaction conctant within a .ingle inv.r.ion
was noted. Tbi. led
the author, to doubt the validity of the
application of the first
order equation to the invereion process.
In contradiction to the above work Meyer (30) in 1908
claimed to have made an extensive study of the
inversion of
sucrose and reported in every instance a constant
decrease in
the velocity constants during the course of a
single inversion.
He laid the cause of this decrease to
muta-rotatioa effects.
Hudson (20) sharply criticised Meyer' e work and
pointed
out what appeared to be large experimental
errors in Meyer's data.
For example, Meyer reports a poloriscope reading
at 18°C.t. be
-14.41°, and on another reading of the same solution
at 25 C.
reports a value of -14.40°. Hudson show, that
the temperature
coefficient for this rang, is .69°, yet Meyer
found .eare.ly any
change in th. readings over this range of
temperature. He further
demonstrate, that the nmta-rotation effects
claimed by Itoytr would
l.ad to incr.a.ing velocity constant, rather
than djcrea.ln& a.
reported by Meyer.
Meyer (31) republished his work in a
somewhat m.difi.d
form, but still was unwilling to retract
his original findings. H.
also resented Hudson', critici.ms of his
.xp.rim.ntal technique.
Roeanoff, Clark and Sibl.y (38), in view
of th. eontr-
v.rsy brought about by Armstrong and
Caldw.ll (2), M.y.r (30) (31)
and Hudson (20), undertone a reinvestigation
of the process of
sugar hydrolysis. Th.y w.r. also interested
in examining further
the work of Ostwald (33) and Spohr (41)
concerning the dependency
or independency of the speed of the
reaction on the initial con-
centration of sugar. In regard to the
latter question th. author,
maintains -that th. comparative m.asur.m.nts
of Ostwald and Spohr
were carri.d out on solutions pr.par.d
in a maan.r equivalent to
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adding equal amount, of acid to .qua!
amount, of .tandard sugar
eolation, and diluting with water rcp.etively
to twic, four
time, .tc, the original volum.. Th.
.olution. of un.q«al .ugar
concentrations were, therefor., equally
concentrated with re.p.ct
to acid, hut the, contained unequal
quantities of water per unit
volume"
.
The investigator, realising that the
unequal quantitie.
of water might exert seme effect upon
th. catalytic activity of th.
acid, adopted a rath.r ing.nio». method
whereby th. quantity of
water and acid could be kept constant,
and the concentration of
.ugar varied. Th.y r.Plac.d .nough
for.ign eubstanc. .uoh a.
mannitol or acton., in th.ir solutions
of varying .ugar ooncntra-
tion., to make the volume of sugar
and mannitol or acton, .qual in
each ca... Th. author, .tudi.d th.
proc.s of inv.r.ion with eolu-
tion. in which th. water and acid
w.r. in .qual ooncntration, and
th. sugar the sugar ooncntration
varying in th. ratio fr« 1 U
3.54. Th.y reperfd that W* ***** co.ffici.nt is
ind.p.nd.nt
of the initial concentration of the
sugar itclf".
Hoarding Armetrong and Caldcll'. (2)
rcult., Ro.an.ff,
Clark and Sihl.y w.r. led to .uspct
that th. in.r.ac U th. v.locity
con.tant might he only apparent and
not due to any educating .id.
reaction, a. the .riginal invctigator.
had po.tulat.d. Th.y w.r. led
, , v., *>,« follawine consideration.! .inc.
to thi. conclusion by the r iio xag
v —-— In —
* t - *^
•>.r. a0 , , H ***** rot.t!,.
.« »r. «», i»«»»T.
and any time t.
11
thtn for a given »«t of rain..,
dk . 1
d&o *(»o " * f
or oino. .light ohango. of .„
l.ar. th. diff.r.nw (.»-•>
practically con»tant "
-^j *
In .ord.. tb. .ff..t of on .rror
In th. lnltlnl rondlng
„,
„p.n th. raid, of th. "looltj «.n.in»t. i. » IS*"*
"•»""
tUnnl t. th. ti~ 01.P..« *— *»• *"
r,MU'"'- m '
can. that «.« • .light .rror 1.
d.t.mlnlng th. rain, .f «o -U»
i«d t. gr...i, mmmm mm* * *» tke •
irly
"
t*8" of th
*
r...tion. Th. .rror rapidly d.«r.a...
ond HIM ln.ppr.oia.1. for
tho «or. adrancod .tag., of th.
r.aotlo».
Sin., it i. phy.io.lly i»po.»i.K
to Mi. « p.lari.cop.
.t.rt„ go.an.ff, Clark and
Sihl.y point t that an ...ooldahl. .rror
u al..y. „d. in d.t.r.ining th.
raid, of N * .»~»*-
Th.y o«ggd.t a nothod for obtaining
th. raid, of >c hy .xtrapolatlon,
thu. .lifting an, .rror .hioh .ight h.
l.trodu..d hy dir..t .h..rra-
«,n. If th. ml... of in (H - » ) >•
«"»>°°"'*
rol... of ti«, a .trig" lln. .hodld r.
Wlt for all tr.. fir.t ord.r
r...U.n.. If thi. 11.. h. «t.nd.d
..
thnt it l»t.r...t. th. tl«
«i. at t0 th. »rr..p.nding ralu.
of N « 'M*1m4-
Th. ralu. of * a. d.t.r*«d hy thi.
».thod 1. th.n a. r.Uahl. a.
ttat of . mm - * - »—-
sU P""ib1
'
"r"
..U, th. .xtrapolatio. ».th.d
g«..».ff, W* »*
• r-i/4w«ll (2} and found a straight
plotted results of Armstrong and
Caldwell W o
, thaut tba Biightsst indication of
ourraturs,
lino in every case without e
sj.ign*«
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demonstrating "sugar hydrolysis to bs a simple reaetion, mono-
molecular with respect to sugar and free from disturbing muta-
rotation effects or other side reactions throughout its course".
Armstrong and Caldwell^ results were then recalculated
using the value of a0 obtained by extrapolation and the
coefficients
thus obtained retained a conetant value throughout the inversion.
One of these recalculated tables is reproduced here in Table A.
Meyer's (30) data, showing a decreasing velocity coefficient
was treated in the same manner by Resanoff , Clark and
Sibley, and a
coefficient, retaining its constancy through out the inversion, was
obtained. One of Meyer's recalculated tables is reproduced
here in
Table B.
Thus the authors conclude that "inconsistency" of the
velocity coefficient is net due to any complications
arising in the
system, but rather to the inability of investigators
to obtain a true
a0 value by direct readings.
It may be remarked that this article has been
reviewed in
some detail because of the fact that the extrapolation
method has
been generally accepted and has been employed
throughout this present
investigation.
Using the methods suggested by Rosanoff , Clark
and Sibley
(J8), Clark (8), in a later investigation conducted
a series of
inversions using as catalysts hydrochloric, nitric,
sulphuric and
hydrobromic acids respectively. Using these acids in
varying
quantities in solutions of constant sucrose concentrations,
he
attempted to find a numerical proportionality between
the quantity
•f hydrogen ions and the rate of hydrolysis.
TABUS A
One of Armstrong and Caldwell's (2) Series Recalculated by
Roeanoff , Clark and Sibley (38)
t (minutes) *t KvA *
\j)
0 22.28°
1
30 21 .40° 0004o 1 nnnAfi7. \J\J\Jtsj 1
60 20.63 430
AA5
90 19.77
m 459
120 19.00 ft3 457
165 17.92
AAA 452
195 17.18
AAA 454
225
n r ATI A51 452
240 1 £ T
ft16.17 AAA 456
270 15.43 454 462
345 lo.o I 455 456
375 13.25 455 458
405 12.65 457
456
435 12.13 454
457
465 11.58 455
457
495 11.07 454
457
510 10.80 455
455
-5.37 • • • • • •
Average .000456
1. Obtained by extrapolation
2. Using observed aQ f 22.22°
TABLE B
One of J. Meyer's (30) Series Recalculated by Rosanoff, Clark
and Sibley (38)
t (minutes) at K(lleyer)
2 K(recalc)
0 65.09*
1
7 65.18 (?) .0000302
10 65.14 J?) 258
24 64.96 195 .0000275
St 64.88 151
280
55 64.80 119 269
72 64.71 106 269
98 64.58 95 266
296 63.38 79
297
400 62.89 73
283
430 62.81 70
270
1500 57.20 67
281
-20.28 • • • ...
Average .0000277
1. a by extrapolation
o
2. a by Meyer s 65.36°
He found that the catalytic activity increases at a greater rate
than the stochiometric concentration of the acid. His results are
in agreement with other Investigators (41), (3), Clark suggests
that the anomaly might be interpreted by ascribing a catalytic activity
to the undissociated acid molecule about 1.5 times that of the
hydrogen ion. This view is, of course, in concord with the afore-
mentioned Dual Theory (42).
Using hydrochloric acid in concentrations varying from
1.214M to .0502M as a catalyst Lamble and Lewis (23) determined the
speed of inversion of 20 per cent sucrose solutions. Their conclusions
agree with those of Clark (8), namely; that the speed of the
reaction
is net strictly proportioned to the concentration of the hydrogen
ions as determined by conductivity measurements. They claim the
cata-
lytic effect of the undissociated HC1 to be nearly twice that of
the
hydrogen ion.
In the last two articles reviewed it may be observed that
the catalyzing electrolyte has been brought into question
and the
departure of the catalysed inversion from the mass law has been
ex-
plained in terms of the apparent unorthodox behavior of the
strong
electrolytes. It will be recalled that Arrhenius (3) also
experienced
difficulty in attempting to explain the behavior of strong
electrolytes
In view of this he objected to Ostwald's Dilution Law (34) since it
led to erroneous conclusions when applied to this class
of electrolytes
The failure of the strong electrolytes to conform to the
lawB of ideal solutions has been a matter of continual
concern ever
since the formulation of the dissociation theory and many
attempts
have been made to solve the problem. The earlier efforts
were mani-
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fosted in the form of empirically corrected mass action equations
and since they lacked theoretical foundation need not be considered
here*
In 1907 Lewis (25) introduced the activity concept. This
theory based on sound thermodynamic reasoning introduces the
free
energy concept into the field of solutions and offers a means
of
measuring the true or aetive concentration of the strong
electrolytes,
Sinee, as Lewis contends, the mass action law applies only
to perfect
gases and perfect solutes, it will not yield correct
results when
applied to an imperfect gas or an imperfect solute.
The tendency
for a gas to depart from the ideal laws, Lewis terms
the "escaping
tendency" and he measures the extent of this tendency
in terms of
"fugacity". After deriving equations by which this
fugacity of gases
may be measured he proceeds to apply them in the
field of solutions
and obtains thereby the thermodynamic concept of
concentration which
he terms "the activity". The activity coefficient
is defined as a factor
by which the molality of an electrolyte must be
multiplied so that
when this concentration is substituted in mas.
equation equilibria,
that equation will be rendered valid.
As regards the actual determination of activities
Lewis
points out that the ratio of the activities of a
substance in two
phases is equal to the ratio of the vapor pressure
in those two
phases. Although this method is the most direct,
due to the intimate
relation between fugacity and activity, yet this
procedure is of
limited application in the case of highly ionised
substances since
they seldom hava appreciable vapor pressures. There is
however a
simple thermodynamic relation between activity and electromotive
force which furnishes a means of determining the change in the
product of the activities of the ions with the concentration
of
electrolyte. By assuming that at very small concentrations
the
activity of the ions is equal to the concentration of the
electrolyte
absolute values of the product of the ions at various
concentrations
are obtained*
The question, "why", undoubtedly arises in the reader's
mind at the conclusion of this brief review of Lewis' theory
and perhaps Lewis' (27) own words may be appropriate:
"as we
develop the various thermodynamic methods which
lead to the deter-
mination of the activity of the ions and of the
"thermodynamic
degree of dissociation" we see that none of them
give any clue as
to the actual concentration of the ions, nor
to that quantity which
has with unconscious irony been called the
true degree of disso-
ciation."
Lewi.' statement is replied to in part in
the work of
Debye and BBetol (11). Their theory of
electrolytes, which is win-
ning general acceptance, appears complicated
because of its
extremely thorough mathematical treatment.
The theory is based on
two simple assumptions, first, complete
dissociation and second,
the departure of the strong electrolyte,
from the ideal laws i.
due solely to an effect produce* by
electrical forces between the
ions*
The first assumption is supported by
data obtained by
Debye during the analysis of solid salt
crystals by the X-ray method.
Debye demonstrated that in a solid sodium
chloride crystal the
18
lattice pointo are not atom of sodlua and chlorine, as
eas
previously suppose*, but are actually eodiuB and
chloride
Hi, lUfHI if sash substaneee in the solid stats
ars shelly ionic,
it nay be iiiiwl that in solutions, with isns separated
by
solvent aolssulss, aorsj>lete alaacslstl sa is
probable.
la support of ths sseond aaswsption Besys sad
Hlleksl
point out that la a solution of a non-eloctrolyto
the relation
betssea ths partial nolal free energy and the
concentration nay
bo represented asi
F
s RT in C t Constant U)
Sells for an electrolyte the free energy
is gissn syt
I . fa in C • ^oastsmt (11)
fears in addition to the tsras nornally
sbUiasd sith a noa-
elastrlyU there is an additUnal term,
?e
,
associated with ths
metrical free energy, - ths sasrgy*M *» to *****
forces mmm ths ions, thssa farose est in eueh a say
that
la ths asighborhood of say ion there
sill he nore ions of unlike
eiga than like «* rherofore a dUutis. of ths
sei»tiso inrolsoo.
in the separation of the isna, -a
saoant of dsns against this
electrical attraction and therefore a
correaponainK
.aergr oontsaU This iaorsoas in energy
content as dsri*»d ftw
equatlon (ii) above ie defined, after a
eonples aa*ksmtisal
treat aent, as,
lurr^ ^ - <iii)
00 m valence factor and is H| i«iHn| *» t/P° of <*at
Jjg aclutismj in feral t w « v± ) 1 ld
Ti . nursber of Una of the iS& kind aad H a valsnce of
that ion*
e charge on the electron x 4.77 x
10**10 e. a. a*
q « diolestric conatent for tartar a 08.23 nhen T «
273* abaolute.
- * m 1.371 X HP** or >i
n • nunber of iona in a cubic cerstineter • 6*0* x 10
20 a
n • nol&l concentration*
aajtotitutiag thaaa naBorieal veluns in (Ui) it follow the*
j z ,283wTvm
or aincs
^
^ _lnf 5 where f s activity coefficient
log f - -.347w"Tvm
_
Ihs nark of ifebye and IMckel c*ves * «ere
rwaainC *° tha ten*
activity aad activity coefficient.
.o the activity theory etarted to gain recognition is
wm propoaed that the activity of the catalytic*
iona any paraaps
be the controlling factor in acid and baoic
oatelyela*
mt first atop along these linos ass taken by Joss* aad
le»ic (21). They determined the velocity constant
of the inversion
process saploying sucrose in concern*rations of frea 10
to fO par
cent, uoing OS anlphuric acid as ths catalyst. Ths activity
of
the hydrogen ions van determined in the aacrocs
- acid solutions
by rjoans of electromotive force njeaourecionto.
For thia
thsy employed a coll of the types
20
electrode H9S04 .IN Saturated normal calomel
* %
I
KC1 I electrode
Sucrose
The values of aR t in the solutions were
calculated
from electromotive force data by means of the equation
% = ,277 * .058 log1Q aH 4
where % represents the potential difference of the hydrogen
electrode and .2820 volts is the value of the normal hydrogen
electrode and afl * represents the activity of the
hydrogen ion.
They found that the activity of the hydrogen ion increased
with
increasing sucrose concentrations. In concluding they
express
the inversion process as actually bi-molecular and
consider the
concentration of water and hydrogen ion activity in computing
the constant for the reactions.
Horan and Lewis, (32) in a continuation of the work
of
Jones and Lewis (21), employed .114 hydrochloric acid
as a
catalyst and sucrose in concentrations varying from 10
to 70 per
cent. Many of their conclusions are in agreement
with those of
the previous paper, but they do suggest a different
mechanism
for the hydroloysis of sucrose. They consider the
sucrose mole-
cule to undergo a hydration process and introduce
a value for
this into their equations.
Altho the preceding two papers were a step in
advance
in that Lewis and his co-workers actually measured
the activity
of the hydrogen ions in their solutions, yet
no attempt was made
to study the effect of acids of varying activity
upon the rate
of inversion. In all their work they used only acids of the
same activity and varied the sucrose concentration. Thus the
activity rate theory still awaited application.
Corran and Lewis (9) employing a cell of the type»
i
i II
Ag AgCl HCl( Cl) Sat. KC1 «ft$^ AK
studied the effect of sucrose on the activity of the hydrogen
ion. They arrive at an important conclusion by comparing
their
results with those of Moran (25), namelyj that the hydrogen elec-
trode measurea the activity of the hydrogen ion and not
the mean
activity of the hydrogen ion and accompanying anion.
Taylor and Bomford (44) claim that the electromotive
fores in a solution of sucrose undergoing inversion,
decreases
slowly and finally drops to a constant value which
is about one
per cent smaller than the initial electromotive
force value.
This drop corresponds to an increase of about 7
per cent in the
hydrogen ion activity.
One of the first investigations carried out on
a study
of the aetivity-rate theory as applied to
eatalyxed reactions,
was undertaken by Harned and Selts (19). These
authors state
that they realized that the inversion process
was still in a
state of flux and had accordingly avoided employing
it for fear
of interfering influences. Accordingly they
selected a reaction
which they felt was free from complicating
effects and would not
therefore obscure any results.
The reaction these authors employed was the transformation of
ac et y 1 oh lor o-aminobenzene to para-chloro-acetanilide.
According to Harned and Seltz the reaction takes place in the
following two steps
s
(I.) C 6H5MC1C0CH3 H* CI"
CgHgHHCOOIg 4 Cl2
(II.) CgHsMHCOGHs Cl2 CgH^l.NHCOCHgt H* Cl"
Reaction (I) is a measurably slow reaction while reaction (II)
is very rapid, so that the system approximates a continuous
series of successive equilibria, with the concentration of the
hydrochloric acid remaining practically constant.
Since the reaction does not involve a molecule of
water and is catalysed by both the hydrogen and chloride ions
the authors elaimed it to be particularly adapted to study
from
the activity-rate standpoint. They contended that the
activity
product of the hydrochloric acid could be calculated from
electro-
motive force data obtained from a cell of the type
i
I
1
H0 1 HCl i HgCl Hg
I I
I
with thermodynamic accuracy and without any errors
caused by
liquid junction potentials. Rivett (37) in studying the above
transformation from a dynamic standpoint found that the
velocity
of the reaction is not proportional to the product
of the concen-
trations of the catalysing hydrogen and chloride ions,
as calculated
from conductivity measurements. He reported a
deviation of over
30 per cent in the range studied. Harned and
Salts (19) hoped
to find a direct proportion between the Telocity of the reaction
and the product of the activities of the cataly«ing ions* They
ran a series of reactions at temperatures of 17.65° C., 25.00° C.
and 35.00° C. using as a catalyst, hydrochloric acid in con-
centrations varying from .1 to 1.0M. The activity of the hydro-
chloric acid was not determined directly in the system but was
calculated by means of free energy data for aqueous solutions
of hydrochloric acid obtained by Ellis (16). His data, as col-
lected from cells of the type
H
2 |
HC1 HgCl
|
Hg
was plotted and the activities computed by means of the equation,
log Fa1 = aXC - BC™^
in which a*B* and m1 are constants at any given temperature,
C represents concentration of the acid and Fa1 the activity
coefficient*
They point out that if "k" be the velocity constant
and 8^+ and aci~ the activity of the hydrogen and chloride ions
respectively, then the relation
k = ^ afl*x *C1- or Kfc n k
«H*aCl-
where is a constant at any given temperature should hold if
the aetivity-rate theory is to be substantiated. At 25° C. over
a range of hydrochloric acid from 1 U to .10 M the average
value of K. was .0693 with a maximum deviation of f .0004. The
authors therefore conclude that "in reactions in liquid systsms
catalysed by specific ions it is the activities of such ions
that determine the velocity of the reaction at any temperature"
.
The work of Hamed and Salts is of special interest
here, because a similar application of the activity-rate to the
inversion process is the primary object of this invest igation.
The present author feels that the work of Hamed and
Selts (19) is subject to the following criticisms. In the first
place they assumed that the activity of the hydrochloric acid in
the reacting system would be the seas as it would be if the acid
was in water alone. They therefore did not actually measure the
activity of the aeid but calculated it by means of an emporlcal
formula from data obtained by Sllis (16) for aqueous solutions of
hydrochloric acid. It will be recalled that Lewis and his co-
workers (21) (32) (9) noted that sucrose had a definite effect
upon the activity of hydrochloric and sulphuric acid. Secondly,
Harned and Selts (19) pointod out that since the transformation
of acetylchloro - amino bemene is catalyzed by both the hydrogen
and chloride ions, the geometric mean activity of tbs hydrochloric
acid should be the determining factor in the process. However,
as Coran (9) pointed out that the hydrogen electrode measurss
only the activity of the hydrogen ion, the present author feels
that Harned and Selti (19) were not Justified in using data col-
lected with this type of electrode in computing the geometric aean
activity of the hydrogen and chloride ions.
Xkerloff (1) in a study of the role of activity in basic
cataly»is investigated the decomposition of di-acetone alcohol
in the presence of sodium and potassium hydroxide respectively.
He reported that the rate of decomposition was proportional te
the activity of the hydroxy! ions at concentrations of alkali
from 2 1 to .2 M.
/rench (l?) studied the same reaction and found that,
for a range of alkali from .1 M to .01 U, the rate oi' decomposition
was not proportional to the activity of the hydroxyl ions but
rather te the molality of the base.
The work of fikerloff (l) and French (17) is subject to
the same criticism as that made on the investigation of Harned and
Seltx (19). Xkerlbff and French both computed the activity ef
the hydroxide ion by means of an emperieal formula, evidently
assuming that the value in aqueous solution would be the same
as in
the presence of di-acetone alcohol. The writer feels that
such
an assumption is not warranted.
Bowe (6) studied the effect of adding neutral salts
to sucrose undergoing inversion in the presence of .1 H hydro-
chloric acid. He determined the electromotive force of the
solu-
tion by means of a cell of the type
J
H2
HC1* 4- sucrose Saturated HgCl Hg
+ salt KC1
The hydrogen half cell and the saturated potassium chloride-
calomol reference electrode were connected by means of a salt
bridge of saturated potassium chloride to eliminate diffusion
potentials. What Bowe terms the "apparent hydrogen ion concen-
tration" was there computed from the electromotive force data
by means of the equation!
He found that the per cent increase in the velocity constant
was practically identical with the per cont increase in the
"apparent hydrogen ion concentration". The increase in the
apparent hydrogen ion concentration was brought about by the
addition of neutral salts.
Brdnsted (7) eommants on the above work to the effect
that, what Bowe (6) has termed "the apparent hydrogen ion concen-
tration" is actually the hydrogen ion activity. The reason for
this, Bronsted states, may perhaps be accounted for in the light
of the fact that Bowe is a student of W. D. Bancroft. Bancroft
(5) has not accepted the activity concept.
It is perhaps unfortunate that lack of space in a
review of this type prevents a further discussion of the subject
of strong electrolytes and acid and basic catalysis, but it
would
be erroneous to close without at least mentioning the names
:
La Mer (24), Fajans (15), &oler (14), Ghosh (18), Scatchard (39),
Dawson (10) and King (22) all of whom are doing excellent work
in this field.
Bronsted (7), one of the foremost figures in the field
of strong electrolytes and acio. and basic catalysis, has prepared
an excellent summary of the work done by the above investigators.
THEORETICAL DISCUSSION
THE. FIRST ORHER REACTION
In chemistry there are two general classes of re-
actions} instantaneous and slow. By an instantaneous reaction
is meant one in which the reactants undergo a complete cheraical
change immediately on mixing. This type of reaction is the
one commonly met with in inorganic chemistry whesro tho sub-
stances dealt with are largely polar or ionizabla in nature.
By a slow reaction is meant one in which the reactants undergo
a chemical change at a measurable rate and an appreciable amount
of time must elapse before the reaction is complete. This
second class of reactions is the type commonly encountered in
organic chemistry where the materials are largely non-polar or
non-ionizable in nature. Slow reactions are largely catalytic
in character so that a study of reaction velocity may bo said
to be a study in catalysis.
It. has become the custom to classify the slow re-
actions into orders? first, second, third, fourth, etc.,
according to the number of molecules which take part in the
transformation. Thus, a reaction in which a single molecule
changes into one or more molecules is a firat order reaction}
One in which two molecules react to give cne or more molecules
is a second order reaction, etc. Reactions up to the eighth
order have been studied but reactions greater than the third
order are seldom encountered*
Consider a reaction in which a molecule A decomposes
to give B. This reaction, then, conform* to our definition of
a first order reaction. From the law of mass action *m may
derive for the reaction
^ B +-
^S.c^ c (i) where c represents the con-
dt eentration of A at any time
t.
or
dc
— s -kc (ii) introduce a negative sign for A
^ is decomposing.
by rearranging (ii)
d£
= - k dt (iil)
c
which on integration yields,
In c : - k I I constant (iv)
when t a o, c a cc
where eQ
- initial concentrat icn of A.
Now solving for the constant of integration in (iv)
ln c0 = constant; and by substituting
In c - - kt t In cQ (t)
It will be noticed that if In e i I and t s X, equation (v) may
be considered to be linear; that is of the type
Y s -MX f B.
T is a linear function of X and a plot of X cigainst Y will
yield a straight line providing the reaction from which the
values were obtained was a first order reaction*
This is the basis of the extrapolation method sug-
geoted by Rosanoff , Clark and Sibley, for if the line be extended
to intersect the X or time axis at sero, the corresponding
value of Y or In e0 may be read directly from the graph. This
method of obtaining the initial concentration was employed
throughout this investigation*
Equation (iv) may be rearranged and yields
k = 1 In c0
t c
which is the form in which the first order equation is commonly
employed*
At half tine, that is when half of A has disappeared
k s In 2.
From this we see that in « first order reaction the rate is
independent of the initial concentratioo of A.
Now consider the inversion of sucrose in the light
of all the above*
C12H220ll HOH
suerose
C6H12°6 C6H12°6
glucose fructose
One molecule of sucrose possessing a specific rotation of
[I^Ojp 5 66° hydrolyzes to yield one molecule of glucose,
/"oO-n ; 56°, and one molecule of fructose, Wp • -93°.
Thus the invert sugar possesses a rotation of i- eA~]^
l
a -37°.
Due to this change of sign upon hydrolysis the reaction has
been termed "the inversion" of sucrose*
From the definition of reaction orders it would be
expected that cane sugar hydrolysis would be a bi-molecular
reaction* However, since the water is present in so much greater
a concentration than the sugar the amount of water present
remains practically constant throughout the inversion and the
reaction thereby falls into the first order category. However,
many investigators, as has been shown before, doubt this view,
particularly since some (2) (30) have observed that within a
single inversion the velocity coefficients may tend to increase
or decrease. It should be noted that these conclusions were
based on data in which the initial concentration was obtainsd
by direct observation. It is the opinion of the author that
decreasing or increasing velocity constants may be due to an
error in determining the initial concentration value; the sign
of the deviation depending upon the direction in which the
error was made* It is hoped to sub ject this visw to experimen-
tal scrutiny in the present investigation.
The inversion of sucrose will not proceed at a
measurable rate without a catalyst being present. The term
"catalyst" may be best defined by means of the three following
criteria suggested by Taylor (43)
«
I. A catalytic agent is incapable of starting a reaction!
it can only modify the velocity of a reaction already taking
place.
II. The chemieal composition of a catalytic agent is un-
changed upon completion of the reaction process* hence, minimal
amounts of a catalytic agent are adequate for the transforma-
tion of large quantities of reacting substances.
III. A catalytic agent modifies the velocities of two
inverse reactions to the same degree and therefore cannot
effect the final state of equilibrium.
The inversion of sucrose is accelerated by hydrogen
ions and with weak electrolytes, such as acetic acid, and very
dilute solutions of strong electrolytes the amount of acceleration
is proportional to the concentration of the catalysing ions*
as determined by conductivity data* In the ease of strong
electrolytes, such as hydrochloric acid this relationship no
longer holds • Over a range of hydrochloric acid from 1 M to
•01 M a deviation of some 50 per cent has been noted* Several
theories have been presented to explain this, chief among them
is the Dual Theory which Ascribes a catalytic effect to the
undlssociated hydrochloric acid as well as to the hydrogen ions*
As against or as supplementing the Dual Theory of
catalysis the Activity Theory su ggsst s that thie activity
of the catalysing ions is the determining factor in acid and
basic catalysis*
The Activity Concosft
The application of the Law of Mass Action to charged
ions resulting from electrolytic dissociation may bo examined
by considering the ionisation of a binary electrolyte
i
AB
v
A1 B1
Let °<> be the fraction dissociated in a volume of solution, V,
then
(AB) s ^ and (A1 ) s (B*) . -y-
and from the Mass Lawt
(AB)
substituting the value of A and B
C l V(l -oC)
Now since °( = j^- where A and /\oorepresent the
equivalent conductivity at any given dilution and at infinite
dilution, respectively, and since y a C where C is concentration
( _A_ ) 2
{ A°° ) o = K
i l m ~A )(1
7W>
This last expression is known as Ostwalds Dilution Law (34).
The following table gives the value of K for acetic
aeid at 25° C, where V represents the volume in litres con-
taining one sol of acid*
K for Acetic Acid at 35° C.
V s 1000 500 250 60 15 1
K x 105 s 1.84 1.84 1.84 1.85 1.84 1.40
Thus Ostwald's equation succeeds very well with a weak electro-
lyte such as acetic acid. Consider, however, the following data
for potassium chloride at 18° C:
K for KC1 at 18° C.
V - 1 10 100 500 2000 10,000
K i 105 s 2.35 .5405 .1542 .0681 .0352 .0154
Thus Ostwald's Law loses its quantitative significance when
applied to strong electrolytes*
Concerning the classification into strong and weak
electrolytes* Lewis (26) makes the following observations;
"When a group of substances is arbitrarily arranged according
to the measure of some one property, we may expect to find a
few members of the group in which the value of this property
is very large* a few others in which it is very small* while
the majority are clustered about some mean value* Thus if we
A
arrange all known electrolytes according to the value of /\ ^
in 0.1 molal aqueous solution, we might expect to find a few
very weak and a few very strong electrolytes with the majority
in some intermediate class* This, however is far from the
fact. We find a very large number of electrolytes which are
highly ionized, and comparatively few which lie in the inter-
mediate region between these strong electrolytes and the typical
weak electrolytes which obey Ostwald's Dilution Law over a
measurable range of temperature*
We may therefore conclude that our classification into
strong and weak electrolytes is not entirely arbitrary but
represents, perhaps crudely, some natural classification*"
The characteristics of the strong electrolytes in
aqueous solution, together with the presumption that the constituents
of an electrolytic solution, even at low concentrations, would
depart radically from the ideal solution, led Lewis (25) to
propose a general study by purely thermodynamic methods mt the
activities of such constituents*
It has becens the curton to denote the activity of a
solute by eg* In the ease of a binary electrolyte, such as
sodium chloride, the activities of ths anions and cations are
denoted as a* and a- respectively, while ag is ths activity of
ths undissoeiated sodiun chloride* In the ease of a binary
electrolyte, then, the thornodyncc lie equation of equilibrium
takes the forraj
shore at any given temperature K Is an exact constant* a*
infinite dilution the activity of each ion of an electrolyte is
considered equal to its molality, thlch, ssMsisg complete die*
sociation is equal to its stochionstrical molality* Since the
cemeentratios of the undissoeiated salt is listsfit it is found
convenient to choose the standard stats of the substance so that
the K la the above equation becomes unity* Then the activity
of the electrolyte is defined as ths product of the activity of
ite ions,
At infinite dilution,
a* • a. • (ag)*
The as smell In mean activity of the too ion activities then be-
cones:
i i_
a.+ = (a4 a.) 2 r (ag) 2 and s a+
The above equation holds only for binary electrolytes such as
sodium chloride* To develop the general formula, consider an
electrolyte X dissociating into T number of ions where
T a (T* 4 V.) ions,
acoording to the formula
we may write for equilibrium;
aj a_ a a
2 ;
a* > (a2 )T
If now we wish to define the activity coefficient, f, so that in
dilute solutions it may be regarded as the thermodynamic degree
of dissociation and become equal to unity at infinite dilution
we must no longer write
In general then we may define the activity coefficient f by the
equation
f j
Direct observations of activities may be made from
freesing point, vapor pressure, solubility measursments and
electromotive force measurements* Due to the convenience and
accuracy of the latter, this method is the an* most generally
employed.
The electromotive force of a solution of an electro-
lyte may be determined by means of a hydrogen electrode and
some suitable reference electrode such as the calomel electrode*
A hydrogen electrode usually consists of a piece of platinum
foil which is coated with platinum black (to increase its
effective surface) and is connected to a potentiometer by means
of a platinum wire sealed to the foil* When in use the electrode
is saturated with hydrogen, admitted under alight pressure*
The platinum itself is inert to hydrogen ions and the electrode
has the same characteristics in the solution as if it were
entirely hydrogen* A voltage is developed at the contact of
electrode and solution, whioh bears a definite relation to the
activity of the hydrogen ions in solution. In order to measure
the voltage so developed with ordinary instruments it is necessary
to complete the cireuit thru a swcond electrode, termed a re-
ference electrode. This electrode has a definite voltage which
does not change with the activities of the ions in solution as
the hydrogen electrode does. The reference electrode chosen for
this investigation was the saturated potassium chloride-calomel
electrode. This particular electrode was chosen for reasons set
forth by Fales and Hudge (16), namelyj it is easily and accurately
prepared, has a low temperature coefficient, and a very constant
electromotive force.
If in a cell filled with aqueous hydrochloric acid
of given composition we have a hydrogen electrode ( at a partial
pressure of hydrogen of one atmosphere) and an electrode of
mercury and solid mercurous chloride, then for one equivalent
of electricity passing through the cell the following reaction
occurs}
£ H2(g, 1 atmos.) HgCl (s) s Hg (l) HCl (aq.) - Hg (l) H+ + Cl~
The change in free energy is,
A'? -HFE,
where N is the valency of the ions, F is the farad and E is the
electromotive foree of the cell. Since N for HCl is 1 we may
write
-FE
If the temperature is fixed and the partial pressure of the hy-
drogen is maintained at one atmosphere, the electromotive force
of the cell will depend solely upon the molality of the acid*
If we have two such cells the combination is called a concen-
tration cell without liquid junction, or less accurately a concen-
tration cell without transference* If in the first cell the molality
is m and in the second cell m' the difference between the two
values of the electromotive force, E and E', measures the change
in free energy, per mol, in the transference of the acid from
m to m'. In the case of hydrochloric acid
HCl (aq. m') = HCl (aq. m),
A F - F2 - F' 2 a RT In |, « -F (E - E«)
where R represents the gas constant, T the absolute temperature
and a and a* the activities at the two concentrations* If in
one cell we have HC1 in its standard state so that we may write
= T2
°
} and E' = E°| a' s 1,
where the exponent zero indicates the standard state, then at
any other concentration the partial molal free energy and the
activity of the solute are given by the equation
or E a E0 - |2 In a2
By substituting in the above equation the values of R, T and F
at 25° C. the final form of the equation is
!:B - .059 In a9 .o c
Using the value of SQ as determined by False and Mudge (16) for
the saturated potassium chloride-calomel electrode, and recal-
ling that the hydrogen electrode measures the activity of the
hydrogen ion alone, the working form of the equation as used
throughout this present investigation is,
E4 - *244 - .059 log a^t*
After developing the above equation for use in this research the
present author discovered that Bowe (6) used practically the
same relationship in his work.
As has been demonstrated, our conception of strength
and concentration, as applied to that class of substances termed
"strong electrolytes", has been very inadequate. Lewis' (25)
activity theory, which I have attempted to outline briefly,
gives ua a concept of strength and concentration in the light
of the newer ideas of solutions*
An attempt has been made by a few (19) (l) (l?) to
interpret the rate of reaction, of processess involving electro-
lytic catalysts, in the light of the activity concept. Harnsd
and Seltz (19) and £ker!8ff (l) claim that the rate of reaction
in acid and basic catalysis is proportional to the activity ef
the catalyzing ions*
THE ACTIVITY-RATE THEORY
Since the inversion of sucrose is catalyzed by acids
it is logical, when considered from the mass action standpoint,
to expect a direct proportion between the rate of inversion and
the concentration of the acid. It has been demonstrated (8),
however, that a 0*5 H solution inverts 6.14 times more quickly
than a 0*1 N solution and 64.66 times more quickly than a .01 N
solution. Arrhenius (4) attempted to account for this variation
by assuming that the catalytic effect of the hydrogen ion was
greatly stimulated by the presence of other ions. A later sug-
gestion was the Dual Theory which ascribed a catalytic effect to
the undi8Sociated hydrochloric acid as well as to the hydrogen
ions* This view has not received general acceptance, for it has
been veil established that the alone acts as the catalyst*
Altho several workers (2) (9) (21) (23) (32) havs
measured the activity of the ions in a vide range of sucrose con-
centrations with constant acid strength, none have attempted te
correlate the activity and rate of inversion employing solutions
of constant sugar strength with varying concentrations of acid*
In this present vork hydrochloric acid at tvsnty-eight
concentrations, has been used to catalyse the inversion of sucrose.
The rate of inversion and the activity of the hydrogen ions in
the reacting system havs been determined, in an attempt to discover
what relation, if any, exists between the rate of inversion and
the activity of the hydrogen ions*
The results of these measurements vill be found in a
succeeding chapter*
EXPERIMENTAL PART
APPARATUS EMPLOYED
The polariscope used in this investigation was a
double field, Fran* Schmidt and Haenech polariscope calibrated
to read to 0.01°. An intense sodium flame, obtained by placing
fused sodium chloride on the grating of a Maker burner, was
used at all times*
The polariscope tubes were the Landolt inversion type.
These tubes were steel jacketed and so constructed that water
from the thermostat could be siphoned through them while they
were in the polariscope*
The thermostat was a large size"Freas Sensitive Water
Thermostat". A temperature of 25° C. f .01° C. was maintained
throughout the investigation. The inversion tubes were kept
immersed in the bath all of the time except when they were re-
moved for readings.
All pipettes and flasks employed in this investigation
were calibrated by the U. S. Bureau of Standards.
The potentiometer used was a Type K Leeds and Northrup
instrument. A Weston cell, which had been checked by the Depart-
ment of Physics, was employed as a standard.
The galvanometer employed was a reflecting lamp and
scale type also from Leeds and Northrup.
The saturated potassium chloride-calomel electrode
was prepared according to methods outlined by Fales and Mudge
(16) • This cell was made up from chemicals of a very special
grade, prepared expressly for this purpose*
The hydrogen electrodes vers of the Hildebrand type
and were coated with platinum black according to directions
given by Popoff (36). These electrodes were cheeked against a
standard buffer solution. 0.1 N hydrochloric acid and then
against each other* When an electrode failed to check with the
others within 0.1 of a millivolt it was replatinized* The
electrodes were kept immersed in distilled water when not in
use*
The hydrogen electrode* immersed in the sucrose-hydro-
chloric acid mixtures* was connected to the calomel half cell
through a saturated solution of potassium chloride-agar bridge*
These agar bridges were prepared by dissolving 2*5 grams of pure
agar-agar in 50 c. c* of a saturated solution of potassium
chloride. The mixture was heated to 90° C* in a double boiler
and then sucked into U-shaped pieces of 6 mm. glass tubing and
allowed to set* They were then kept immersed in a saturated
solution of potassium chloride till used. A fresh bridge was
used for each inversion*
The hydrogen electrode and calomel eell were suspended
in the thermostat at all times, so that they were never sub-
jected to a temperature variation greater than t .01° C. during
an inversion*
REAGENTS
The hydrogen employed was high grade compressed hy-
drogen obtained from Mathoaon Company* The gas, before entering
the electrode, was led through a series of four wash bottles
containing pyrogallol, alkaline potassium permanganate* distilled
water, and cotton, respectively*
The sucrose was Pfanstiehl's Special and possessed a
specific rotation of Z°^] D T 66*5°.
A saturated solution of Merle* s Blue Label Potassium
Chloride was employed in the salt bridges and also in flushing
the reference electrode*
The original acid solution was prepared by diluting
chemically pure hydrochloric acid with an equal volume of re-
distilled water* The mixture was then distilled and the middle
fraction of the constant-boiling acid was then employed to make
a 2 normal solution* This acid was standardized against silver
nitrate by the Gooch crucible method and also by titrating with
a very special grade of sodium carbonate. The various strengths
of acid were then made by diluting this 2 N solution to the re-
quired normality, employing redistilled water and flasks and
burettes calibrated by the U. S. Bureau of Standards*
The redistilled water was obtained by distilling once-
distilled water from alkaline potassium permanganate through a
block tin condenser. The middle fraction of the distillate was
the only one used*
PROCEDURE
In preparing the sugar solutions the following pro-
cedure was observed: 20 grams of sucrose were weighed into a
clean, dry flask and then dissolved in 80*30 c.e. of redistilled
water drawn from a burette calibrated by the U. 5. Bureau of
Standards* This volume represents 80 grams of water at 25° C.,
thus making a 20 per cent sugar solution by weight*
In starting the reaction the sugar solution and acid
were suspended in the thermostat until they had acquired a
temperature of 25° C* Water from the thermostat was siphoned
through the jackets of the inversion tubes so that they too ac-
quired a temperature of 25° C. 50 c*c* of the sugar solution
was then introduced into a dry flask with a calibrated 50 c.c.
pipette, and then 50 c.e* of the acid was added in a similar
manner* The instant of mixing was noted with a stop watch and
the inverting solution was then poured into one of the Landolt
inversion tubes* The reaction was timed with the stop watch in
conjunction with a pocket watch* All initial polariscope read-
ings were extrapolated according to the method of Rosanoff
,
Clark and Sibley (38).
The hydrogen electrode and eell were first flushed out
with some of the inversion mixture and the electrode was then
immersed in the inverting solution in the cell. The hydrogen
half cell was connected to the calomel half cell through a satu-
rated potassium chloride solution by means of a salt bridge*
The hydrogen was allowed to bubble through the electrode until
equilibrium was reached* The electromotive force of the solution
was then measured with the potentiometer*
Readings on the polariscope and potentiometer were taken
from time to time, depending on the relative speed of the reaction*
The end reading waa taken when the solution showed no
further change in optical rotation*
FORMULAE EMPLOYED
The velocity constants were calculated by means of
the equation
k = 2,303 log -
A
t A - x
A 3 initial concentration of sugar | afi - a ^
A - x r amount of sugar remaining at time | |*k 4
where ac , at »
a^ c angular rotation at t Q ,
t and t
t z time in minutes
2.303 z factor to change from logarithms to base e to logarithms
to base 10*
The activity of the hydrogen ion was calculated by
means of the formula
E s .244 - .059 log aR+
47
where E - observed electromotive force, and
ajjT s activity of the hydrogen ion.
The Tables
In the tables of experimental data that follow,
wherever acid concentrations are referred to, the final con-
centration is meant. For instance, where 0.50 M HC1 is
mentioned, it infers that 50 c.c. of 1.0 M HCl and 50 c.c.
of 20 per cent sugar have been mixed and honce the resulting
mixture contains 0*5 M acid and 10 per cent sugar*
The time, t, is in minutes pjid the electromotive
force is in volts*
A - x is the difference between the polariscope
reading at any time, t, and the end reading; that is, a* - a .
The parenthesis around the first polariscope reading
indicates that this value has been obtained by extrapolation*
Table I
Reaction Velocity and Electromotive Fore* for
Sucrose Inversion in Presence of 1.00 M HC1
Tim* Polariscope
(minutes) Reading a - x k
0.00 (14.76°)* 19.06
29.00 8.70 13.00 .01318
30.50 8.41 12.71 •01327
46.75 5.96 10.26 .01324
48.50 5.71 10.01 .01327
67.75 3.34 7.64 .01349
69.50 3.19 7.49 .01343
81.50 2.00 6.30 .01358
82.50 1.95 6.25 .01351
96.50 .97 5-27•J e> m * .01332
98.25 .77 5.07 .01347
107.00 .22 4.52 .01345
123.50 -.75 3.55 .01360
142.00 -1.58 2.72 .01369
161.25 -2.24 2.06 .01358
Snd -4.30
So extrapolated Average .01335
S, «. F.
Tine Tim*
(minutes) Volts (minutes) Volts
15 .2423 169 .2406
65 .2411
94 .2411 Bid .2375
130 .2408
Average E.M.F. volts « .2405
aj^ ~ 1.146
Tabl« II
Reaction velocity and Electromotive Fore* for
Sucrose Inversion in Prsssnes of .90 M HC1
Tins Polariscope
(minutes) Reading a - a k
0.00 (14.34°) 18.94 — ——
—
12.50 11.70 16.30 .01203
23.25 9.72 14.32 .01204
35.00 7.98 12.58 .01170
47.00 6.23 10.83 .01190
58.50 5.00 9.60 •01162
74.50 3.31 7.91 .01170
86.00 2.27 6.87 .01179
97.00 1.36 5.96 .01192
108.25 .74 5.34 .01170
123.50 .21 4.39 .01184
151.00 -1.44 3.16 .01186
185.50 -2.62 1.98 .01214
298.50 -4.13 .47 •01237
2nd -4.60
Average .01185
k. h. r.
Time TUm
(minutes) V0ltB (minutes) Volts
17 .2423 155 .2423
27 .2422 321 .2433
39 .2418
55 .2417 End .2410
81 .2420
116 .2421 Average K.M.F. volts - .24a
• 1.077
Table III
Reaction Telocity and Electromotive Force for
Sucrose Inversion in Presence of .80 M HC1
Polariscope
Timo Reading a - x
0.00 (14.76°) 19.03
11.50 12.89 17.16 .009806
23.00 10.87 15.14 .009998
41.00 8.48 12.75 .009800
59.50 6.35 10.62 .009825
61.00 6.20 10.47 .009816
74.50 4.89 9.16 .009331
78.50 4.55 8.82 .009812
80.00 4.42 8.69 .009814
92.25 3.43 7.70 .009822
108.25 2.28 6.55 •009864
109.50 2.22 6.49 .009836
124.50 1.34 5.61 .009821
Snd -4.27
Average .009837
«. m- r.
Time Volt* Mjm Volt*
25 .2486 360 .2481
52 .2486 End .2429
150 .2483 Arerago B.M.F., volts • .2476
175 .2482 " *H* * *
8689
52
Table 17
Reaction Velocitj and Electromotive Force for
Sucrose Inversion in Presence of .70 M HC1
Time
Polariscope
Reading a - x
0.00
4.00
21.00
22.00
29.50
53.25
56.50
80.25
98.50
100.25
115.50
135.00
155.75
End
(14.78°)
14.18
11.79
11.64
10.70
8.10
7.75
5.66
4.33
4.16
4.15
2.05
1.07
-4.25
19.01
18.43 .008333
16.04 .008201
15.89 .008255
14.95 .008223
12.35 .008144
12.00 .008184
9.91 .008146
8.58 .008100
8.41 .008158
7.40 .008191
6.30 .008198
5.32 .008178
Average .008192
S. M. F.
Time Volts
15 .2505
46 .2517
73 .2517
111 .2515
145 .2517
End .2487
Average B. li. F. , volte
ag*
.2509
.7369
Table V
Reaction Velocity and Electromotive Force for
Sucrose Inversion in Presence of .60 H HC1
Polariscops
Time Reading a - x k
0.00 (14.25°) 18.95
39.00 9.76 14.46 .006927
65.00 7.32 12.02 .006999
91.00 5.30 10.00 .007021
138.75 2.52 7.22 .007118
175.00 .95 5.65 .006913
190.00 -.25 4.95 .007064
202.00 -.08 4.62 .006986
252.00 -1.42 3.28 .006946
261.00 -1.65 3.05 .006997
End -4.70 —
Average .006996
s. m. r.
Volts
.2553
.2550
.2555
.2554
.2541
Average E.H.F., volts * .2551
" aM .6430
Table VI
Reaction Velocity and Electromotive ?ocee for
Sucrose Inversion in Presence of .50 M HC1
Time
Poleriscope
Reading a - x
0.00
46.25
74.00
105.00
108.00
139.50
178.50
211.50
327.00
379.00
408.00
Snd
(13.92°)
9.71
8.72
5.77
5.60
3.92
2.27
1.19
-1.54
-2.42
-2.73
-4.70
18.62
14.41 .005543
13.42 .005572
10.47 .005483
10.30 .005484
8.62 .005521
6.97 .005505
5.89 .005442
3.16 .005434
2.28 .005541
1.97 .005505
Average .005503
Si Ff
Time Volte
49 .2620
125 .2615
190 .2607
280 .2603
Sod .2605
Average S.M.F. , volts « .2610
- .5155
Table VII
Reaction Velocity and Electromotive 7orce for
Sucrose Inversion in Presence of .45 U HC1
Time
Polariscope
Reading a - x k
0.00 (13.94°) 18.62
4.50 13.56 18.24 .004646
31,00 11.46 16.14 .004612
75.00 6.50 13.18 .004607
108.00 6.74 11.42 .004527
147.50 4.74 9.42 .004620
181.50 3.34 8.02 .004641
295.00 .10 4.78 .004610
343.00 -.90 3.78 .004642
378.50 -1.40 3.28 .004588
End -4.68
Average .004610
St M-
Time
27
102
160
390
Volts
.2650
.2640
.2640
.2642
.2640
Average E.M.F., volts .2642
.4546
Table VIII
Reaction Velocity and Electromotive ?oroe for
Sucrose Inversion in Presence of .40 U HC1
Time
Polariscops
Reading a - x
0.00
34.25
66.25
106.50
137.50
156.25
235.00
271.75
306.50
361.25
392.00
433.50
487.00
End
(14.14°)
11.72
9.74
7.47
6.20
5.22
2.47
1.52
.67
-.40
-.88
-1.48
-2.17
-4.65
18.79
16.37
14.39
12.12
10.85
9.87
7.12
6.17
5.32
4.25
3.77
3.17
2.48
Average
.004030
.004029
.004119
.004001
.004120
.004130
.004099
.004117
.004115
.004098
.004105
.004158
.004094
.004094
h m- r-
Time
38
250
378
500
Volts
.2674
.2672
.2670
.2670
.2665
Average 5.M.F. volts
atf
.2670
.4075
Table IX
Reaction Velocity and Electromotive force for
Sucrose Inversion in Presence of .35 M HC1
Polariscope
Time Reading a - x k
0.00 (14.03°) 18.79
5.00 13.73 18.49 .003251
34.75 11.90 16.66 .003467
61.75 10.47 15.23 .003400
100.50 8.53 13.29 .003448
132.50 7.12 11.88 .003461
151.00 6.41 11.17 .003444
230.50 3.72 8.48 .003452
266.50 2.70 7.46 .003467
304.50 1.75 6.51 .003481
356.50 .73 5.49 ,002452
391.00 .05 4.81 .003485
431.25 -.57 4.19 .003480
484.00 -1.28 3.48 .003485
End -4.76
Average .003444
m. r«
Time Volts
30 .2710
241 .2705
370 .2708
500 .2703
End .2700
Average S.M.F., volte .2705
aa * «>555
Table X
Reaction Velocity and Sleetrom0tiTt Force for
Sucrose Inversion in Presence of .30 M HC1
Polariscope
Heading a - x
(14.39°) 18.84
12.56 17.01
.002956
11.00 15.45
.002914
9.76 14.21
.002906
8.49 12.94
.002910
4.92 9.37
.002922
3.86 8.31
.002882
3.46 7.91
.002870
2.75 7.20 .002888
2.13 6.58 .002890
1.57 6.02 .002895
1.12 5.57 .002897
•64 5.09 .002898
.30 4.75 .002870
-4.45
Average .002899
s. m. r.
Time Volte
57 .2753
141 .2753
335 .2748
425 .2746
End .2731
Average E.M.F, volts « .2748
" *g* - .3030
Table XI
Reaction Velocity and Electromotive Force for
Sucrose Inversion in Presence of .25 M HC1
Time
0.00
5.50
29.50
61.75
95.00
122.00
233.50
283.50
294.00
327.00
356.50
386.00
413.50
445.00
473.00
End
Polarlscope
Reading
(14.14
13.90
12.90
11.61
10.28
9.36
6.10
4.98
4.70
3.91
3.26
2.74
2.26
1.80
1.38
-4.65
)
a - x
18.79
18.55 .002370
17.55 .002320
16.26 .002325
14.93 .002422
14.01 .002407
10.75 .002392
9.63 .002359
9.35 .002375
8.56 .002404
7.91 .002427
7.39 .002421
6.91 .002419
6.45 .002403
6.03 .002403
Average .002389
E. M. F.
Tiae Volts
44 .2798
51 .2^6
130 .2793
300 .2791
440 .2787
End .2763
Average E. M. F. f volts « .2784
-
«tf « .2612
Table XII
Reaction Velocity and Electromtive Tore* for
"ucrose Inversion in Presence of .20 M HC1
Tin
Polariecope
Reading a - x
0.00
48.00
85.00
119.00
152.00
255.50
276.25
314.00
348.25
384.00
428.00
491.50
End
(14.31°)
12.72
11.62
10.55
9.66
7.15
6.74
6.00
5.31
4.70
3.97
2.98
-4.53
18.84
17.25 .001833
16.15 .001811
15.08 .001869
14.19 .001863
11.68 .001870
11.27 .001859
10.53 .001852
9.84 .001864
9.23 .001858
8.50 .001859
7.51 .001857
Average .001854
S. M. T.
Time Volte
77 .2863
280 .2860
365 .2860
Snd .2853
Average S. M. F. , volte .2859
.1949
Tabli XIII
Reaction Velocity and Electromotive Force for
Sucrose Inversion in Presence of .15 U HC1
Time
Polariscope
Reading a - x
0.00
5.50
38.50
74.50
108.50
244.50
266.00
304.50
340.50
372.50
416.50
480.50
Bau
(14.21°)
14.07
13.32
12.39
11.64
8.94
8.56
7.94
7.32
6.82
6.20
5.28
-4.50
18.71
18.57 .001336
17.82 .001261
16.89 .001370
16.14 .001360
13.44 .001352
13.06 .001351
12.44 .001340
11.82 .001349
11.32 .001349
10.70 .001341
9.78 .001350
Average .001342
Si m. r.
Time Volts
65 .2946
280 .2942
350 .2942
End .2926
Average S. M. F. , volte .2939
.1426
Table XIV
Reaction Velocity and Electromotive Force for
Sucrose Inversion in Presence of .10 M HC1
62
Time
Polariscope
Reading a - x
0.00
41.50
73.50
149.25
195.00
276.00
358.00
426.00
489.00
607.00
1447.00
End
(14.37°)
13.62
13.09
11.95
11.36
10.27
9.22
8.46
7.76
6.55
.87
-4.34
18.71
17.96 .0009815
17.43 .0009551
16.29 .0009266
15.70 .0008986
14.61 •0008956
13.56 •0008978
12.80 •0008907
12.10 •0008897
10.89 .0008913
5.21 .0008834
Average .0008834
i. *- r.
Tine
56
290
500
1608
Volts
.3025
.1027
.3030
.3025
.3012
Average E.H.F., volte - .3024
* ag* .1024
Table XV
Reaction Velocity and Electromotive Tore* for
Sucrose Inversion in Presence of .09 M HC1
Time
Polariscope
Reading a - x 1
0.00 (14.22°) 18.75
29.50 13.76 18.29 .0008422
62.50 13.55 18.08 .0007821
136.50 12.27 16.80 .0008045
182.50 11.70 16.23 .0007908
265.00 10.67 15.20 .0007921
351.00 9.70 14.23 .0007859
415.00 9.06 13.59 .0007556
482.50 8.23 12.76 .0007976
595.00 7.16 11.69 .0007940
1435.50 1.47 6.00 .0007937
End -4.53
Average .0007939
Time Tolts
26 .3050
300 .3045
495 .3050
1450 .3058
Snd .3054
Average E.M.F. , volts .3053
.0914
Table XVI
Reaction Velocity and Electromotive Force for
Sucrose Inversion in Presence of .08 If HC1
Time
Polari8Cope
Reading a - X
0.00
56,00
167.50
389.00
441.00
690.00
791.50
1488.00
1575.00
1765.00
End
(14.18°)
13.41
12.11
10.73
9.23
7.03
6.18
2.03
1.69
.91
-4.53
18.71
17.94 .0007475
16.64 .0006999
15.26 .0007047
13.76 .0006964
11.56 .0006976
10.71 •0007046
6.56 .0007045
6.22 .0006991
5.44 .0006997
Average .0007060
s. a. r.
Tine Volts
55 .3091
190 ,3086
460 .3085
783 .3084
End .3071
Average S. H. T., volts • .3083
* a** * .0813
65
Table XVII
Reaction Velocity and Slectromotive Force for
Sucrose Inversion in Presence of .07 M HC1
Time
0.00
50.00
162.00
273.50
435.50
674.50
770.50
1473.50
1569.50
1751.50
End
Polariscope
Reading a - x
(14.25°) 18.62
13.64 18.01
12.49 16.86
11.33 15.70
9.82 14.19
7.93 12.30
7.22 11.59
3.17 7.54
2.62 6.99
1.97 6.34
-4.37
ftverage
.0006673
.0006132
.0006238
.0006240
.0006148
.0006140
.0006135
.0006242
.0006151
.0006233
S. M. F.
Tims Volts
45 .3124
167 .3122
438 .3122
1478 .3120
End .3119
Average E. If. F. , volte .3121
.07011
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Table XVIII
Reaction Velocity and Ilectrcr o+ive Vorce for
Sucrose Inversion in Presence of .06 M HC1
Time
Polariscope
Reading a - x
0.00
60.00
124.00
216.25
302.50
409.50
465.00
517.00
582.00
1431.00
1558.00
End
(14.19^
13.57
12.97
12.13
11.4a
10.56
10.20
9.81
9.25
4.35
3.76
-4.52
18.71
18.09
17.49
16.65
15.94
15.08
14.72
14.33
13.77
8.87
8.28
.0005587
.0005424
.0005385
.0005291
.0005263
.0005154
.0005155
.0005265
.0005215
.0005231
Average .0005297
S. M. r.
Tim Volts
34 .3170
780 .3169
1063 .3170
End -3172
Average E. li. F. , volts ,3171
.0579
Table XIX
Reaction Velocity and Electronotive Force for
Sucrose Inversion in Presence of .05 M HC1
Polari scope
Tine Reading a - x
0.00 (14.17°) 18.71
56.50 13.74 18.28 .0004083
119.50 13.25 17.79 .0004204
210.00 12.63 17.17 .0004082
296.50 11.98 16.52 .0004193
404.00 ll.W 15.73 .0004290
458.00 10.86 15.40 .0004247
511.00 10.56 15.10 .0004191
576.25 10.16 14.70 .0004182
1429.25 5.65 10.19 .0004249
1552.25 5.11 9.65 .0004265
find -4.54
Average .0004199
s» m. r.
Tine Volts
35 .3209
304 .3210
479 .3210
1174 .3220
End .3212
Average E. M. F., volts - .3212
« .04915
Table XX
Reaction Velocity and Electronotire Fore* for
Sucroae Inversion in Presence of .04 M HC1
Polariscope
Time Reading a - x k
0.00 (14.19°) 18.78
5.00 14.16 18.75 .0003454
61.00 13.77 18.36 .0003729
120.00 13.50 18.09 .0003123
205.00 12.97 17.56 •0003283
278.50 12.54 17.13 .0003306
374.50 12.01 16.60 .0003298
445.50 11.61 16.20 .0003320
495.00 11.37 15.96 .0003290
564.00 10.97 15.56 .0003337
1429.00 7,06 11.65 .0003342
1518.00 6.74 11.33 .0003330
1744.00 5.91 10.50 .0003334
1839.00 5.52 10.11 .0003368
Snd -4.59
Average .0003347
E. H. F.
Tim*
51
215
430
End
Volts
.3244
.3245
.3244
.3242
Arerag* E. If. F. , rolt* » .3244
" aj^ - .0433
Table XXI
Reaction Velocity and Electrwaiptive Tore* for
Sucrose Inversion in Presence of .03 M RC1
Tiae
Polariscope
Reading a - x
0.00
11,50
56.00
114.00
199.50
274.00
369.00
440.00
490.00
559.00
1425.00
1517.80
1748.00
1843.00
End
(14.19"
14.12
13.87
13.62
13.24
12.96
12.55
12.25
12.05
11.74
8.58
8.34
7.56
7.28
) 18.63
18.56
18.31
18.06
17.68
17.40
16.99
16.69
16.49
16.18
13.02
12.78
12.00
11.72
Averago
.0002843
.0003006
.0002682
.0002600
.0002474
.0002484
.0002488
.0002482
.0002514
.0002511
.0002480
.0002524
.0002512
.0002584
e. m. r.
Tine Volte
45 .3340
205 .3345
419 *3342
1800 .3341
Sad .3333
Average E. H. volts .3340
.02983
Table XXII
Reaction Velocity and Electromotive Force for
Sucrose Inversion in Presence of .02 M HG1
Tin*
Polariscope
Reading - x
0.00
144.00
147.50
1074.00
1434.00
1590.00
2518.00
2821.00
2824.00
2976.00
4107.00
4460.00
End
(14.17^
13.75
13.72
11.20
10.31
9.89
7.91
7.36
7.30
7.04
5.10
4.54
-4.58
18.75
18,33
18.30
15.78
14.89
14.47
12.49
11.94
11.88
11.62
9.68
9.12
.0001573
.0001647
.0001606
.0001607
.0001629
.0001613
.0001600
.0001616
.0001608
.0001610
.0001616
Average .0001611
Tine
53
158
1098
2558
3000
2nd
Volte
.3431
.3430
.3437
.3439
.3440
.3430
Average B. M. F. , volts - .3434
* aH* .0206
Table XXI
n
Reaction Velocity and Electronotive Force for
Sucrose Inversion in Presence of .01 U HC1
Polariacope
Time Reading e» - x k
0.00
139.00
1053.00
1426.00
1573.00
2518.00
2803.00
2973.00
4069.00
4448.00
End
(14.10°)
13.90
12.65
12.15
11,95
10.85
10.47
10.27
9.11
8.72
-4.52
18.62
18.42 .00007802
17.17 .00007703
16.67 .00007760
16.47 .00007785
15.37 .00007620
14.99 .00007738
14.79 .00007747
13.63 .00007630
13.24 .00007667
Arerage .00007717
St m. iy
Time Volte
60
180
1100
.3615
.3612
.3614
End .3613
ATerage S. M. P., yolte - .3613
.0103
Table XXIV
Reaction Velocity and Electron, otive Force for
Sucrose Inversion in Presence of .009 M HC1
Time
Polariscope
Reading - x
0.00 • (14.15°) 18.75
7.00 14.14 18.74
1224.50 12.67 17.27
1445.50 12.36 16.96
1573.50 12.21 12.81
3060.50 10.53 15.13
4123.50 9.46 14.06
4574.50 9.02 13.62
5531.00 3.08 12.68
End -4.60
Rot in average.
S. M. F.
Average
.00007565
.00006718
.00006940
.00006942
.00007009
.00006980
.00006987
.00007070
.00006949
Tine Volts
50 .3625
135 .3624
3050 .3625
4405 .3625
find .3622
Average E. M. F. , volta - .3623
an* .0097
73
Table XX?
Reaction Velocity and Electromotive Fore* for
Sucrose Inversion in Presence of .008 M HC1
Time Reading a - x
0.00 (14.14°) 18.66
100.50 14.02 18.54
212.00 13.90 18.42
1217.00 12.74 17.26
1433.00 12.54 17.06
1563.00 12.37 16.89
3049.50 10.89 15.41
4096.00 9.92 14.44
4563.00 9.47 13.99
5510.00 G.67 13.19
End
-4.52
.00006621*
.00006202
.00006425
.00006270
.00006389
.00006281
.00006264
.00006317
.00006300
Average
.00006306
Hot in average.
B.
"t h
Time Volts
36 .3672
119 .3675
3060 .3673
5410 .3671
End •3672
Average E. M. F. , volts » .3673
" afl* • .0082
Table XXYI
Reaction Velocity and Electromotive Force for
Sucrose Inversion in Presence of .007 M HC1
Tine
Polariscope
Reading a — x V
0 (14.65°) 18.92
444 14.25 18.52 .00004854*
1456 13.25 17.52 .00005293
11.87 16.14 .00005554
4328 10.72 14.99 .00005380
5817 9.56 13.83 .00005390
6230 9.24 13.51 .00005407•vwVA/vTV 1
7510 8.36 12.63 .00005384
7767 8.20 12.47 .00005370
8621 7.63 11.90 .00005380
10042 6.81 11.08
10548 6.49 10.76
Sad
-4.27
Average .00005384
# Not averaged.
e. m. r.
Tina Volts
15 .3693
1486 .3694
4425 .3694
8635 .3691
10060 .3690
End .3690
Average E. U. F. , volts = .3692
"a^ » .0075
Table XXTil
Reaction Velocity and Electromotive Fore* for
Sucrooe Inversion in Presence of .006 « HC1
Polarieeope
Time Reading
0
435
1447
2902
4321
5807
6221
749t
7758
8612
10034
10542
End
* Not aToraged.
IaJL_L.
Time Volte
33 .3733
1467 .3734
4420 .3734
8630 .3734
10062 •3735
Sad
.3733
(14.65P ) 18.92
14.36 18.63 .00003594*
13.53 17.80 •00004229
12.36 16.63 •00004452
11.32 15.59 •00004484
10.32 14.59 •00004478
10.04 14.31 •00004492
9.19 13.46
.00004543
8.97 13.24 •00004603
8.57 12.84 •00004503
7.69 11.96 •00004572
7.13 11.70
.00004561
-4.27
Average ,00004497
ATOrage E. U. T. t rolte - .3734
«H
+
« .0064
Table XXVIII
Reaction Telocity and Electronotive Fere* for
Sucrose Inversion in Presence of .005 U HC1
Polariscope
Time Reading a - x 1
0 (14.70°) 18.97
195 14.60 18.87 .00002627*
1347 13.82 18.09 .00003514
2917 12.85 17.12 .00003512
3254 12.63 16.90 .00003546
4219 12.06 16.33 .00003549
4634 11.80 16.07 .00003573
5700 11.18 15.45 .00003598
6246 10.91 15.18 .00003566
7149 10.41 14.68 .00003584
8542 9.65 13.92 .00003621
End -4.27 MM —
Average .00003562
• Hot averaged.
s. m. r.
Time Volts
45 .3781
200 .3782
1360 .3781
5072 .3780
Snd .3780
Average E. M. F., rolts - .3781
• a£ * .0053
Table XXIX
SUMMARY
Velocity
HC1 Constanta 3. M. F aR+
Molality (awrag») (aTorage) {ayerage)
X. JU 1 146 n111*'
U
•VO m i rr 9431
nnoftlf 2476 8689
.VV07
in
.TO • 'JUOlJ *
r»f\AQQ7
•uuoyv
i
9R51
• £3 3X
RnSO nnRRn*. sain Rl RR
nnAAi n 9AA.9 4R4A
.40 •UIJ4J9* 9Afn AT17A
•35 •002444 9<fnR 4.RRR
on
• 90 AAOQAA.00*09* •«Tw
• 25 •002389 •2794 • 2612
• 20 •001854 .2859 •1949
.15 .001342 .2939 .1426
•10 AAAA "t 1 A.0009110 .3024 .1024
.0* .0007939 .3053
aA n a
•0914
•08 •0007060 AA.«.3093 •0(510
.07 .0006233 .3121 .0701
.06 .0005297 .3171 .0579
.05 .0004199 .3212 .0492
.04 .0003347 •3244 .0433
.03 .0002584 .3340 .0298
.02 .0001611 .3435 •0206
.01 .00007717 .3613 .0103
.009 .00006949 .3623 .0097
.008 .00006306 .3673 .0082
.007 .00005384 .3692 .0075
.006 .00004497 .3734 •0064
.005 .00003562 .3781 .0053
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Tablo XXX
Relation Betwooa Rat* of IsToraioa and Molality.
HC1
Molality k x 10
.-8
1.0
•9
.8
•7
.6
.5
.45
•40
.15
•»0
•25
.20
.15
•10
.09
.08
•Of
.06
•OS
•04
•03
•02
.01
• f!p09
. ,008
. 1007
. ,506
. p05
13*35
11*85
98.37
81.92
69.97
55,03
46,10
40*94
34.44
28.99
23.89
18.54
13.42
9.110
7.939
7.060
4.233
5.297
4.199
3.347
2.584
1.611
.7717
.6949
•6306
.5384
.4497
•3582
13.35
13.10
12.30
11.70
11.68
11.06
11.30
10.23
9.84
9.66
9.55
9.27
9.00
9.11
8.82
8.62
8.90
8.83
8.39
8.34
8.60
8.05
7.77
7.39
7.88
7.70
7.49
7.12
Tabla XXXI
Relation Betw««n Rat* of Inreraion and
A«tiyity of Hydrog«n Ion
HC1
_ a
* * .IP"
8
Molality a^* * * 10 *a
1 0 1.146 13.35 11.65
1.077A, * \J • 1 11.85 11.09
i .8689 9.837 11.32
.7 .7369 8.192 11.12
.6430 6.997 10.88
.5155 5.503 10.68
45 .4546 4.610 10.41
An 4075 4.094 10.05
3555 3.444 9.69
.30 .3030 2.899 9.57
.25 .2612 2.389 9.15
.20 .1949 1.854 9.53
.15 .1426 1.342 9.41
.10 .1024 .9110 8.90
.09 .0914 .7939 8.69
.08 .0813 .7060 8.63
.07 .0711 .6233 8.89
.06 .0579 .5297 9.15
.05 .0492 .4199 8.54
.04 .0433 .3347 7.73
.03 .0298 .2584 8.66
.02 .0206 .1611 7.82
.01 .0103 .07717 7.49
.009 .0097 .6949 7.16
.008 .0082 .6306 7.69
.007 .0075 .5384 7.18
.006 .0064 .4497 7.03
.005 .0053 .3562 6.72
Table XXXII
Effeet of Errors in Initial Concentration
upon Velocity Constants
25° C. .010 K HCl^* 10^ supar
k*1 ') x 10+4 k(2.) x 1QH k(3.) x 10
.904<R >
.659 .331
.834 .616 .396
.336 .698 .540
.849 .731 .612
.815 .758 .700
.807 .758 .710
.796 .751 .707
.777 .745 .713
.793 .746 .735
.763 .736 .712
.771 .747 .728
.775
.810 Average - .726 Average s .665
(l.) ueing an observed a0 s 14.68°
(2.) using an extrapolated aQ s 14.50°
(3.) using an &0 .18° too low s 14.32°
(a) The data here reproduced is taken from a thesis of Frederick S. Bartlett
"On the Inversion of Cane Sugar" presented at M. A. C. in 1926 in partial
fulfillment of M. S. degree*
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.abio mm
Activities of HO. la Iff Jucroao
•ad la Oqpwiit uoxution
Activity11 '' Activity! 10 ihvv
1.00
.023 1.144
•60 «448 •6430
.50
•UXD9
•Mi •407S
•30 •1304
aMH .1949
.10
.0314
.1034
•05
.0430
.02 •01788
•01 mHR •0103
•005 •0047 •0053
(1.) Values according to Levis (27).
I
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The rate of inversion of a 10 per cent sugar solution
has been determined in the presence of twenty-eight concen-
trations of hydrochloric acid varying from 1 M to .005 M.
This is the widest range of concentrations of a single acid
ever employed in a study of the inversion process. The data
for each concentration of acid is presented in Tables I to
XXVIII inclusive. Table XXIX presents a summary of results,
including; the average inversion constant, average electromotive
force and average hydrogen ion activity for each concentration
of acid.
An examination of the velocity constants in Tables I
through XXVIII will demonstrate the fact that these values show
no systematic deviations, but remain practically constant through-
out the reaction.
The initial reading in each case was extrapolated
according to the methods of Rosanoff , Clark and Sibley (38) which
is illustrated in Graph I.

Three strengths of acids have been chosen at random
and are reproduced here* It will be noticed that a straight
line, without the slightest indication of curvature was obtained
in each case. This is also true of the other twenty-five graphs
which lack of space forbids reproducing here*
These results are in agreement with those of Rosanoff
,
Clark and Sibley (38) and indicate that the inversion of sucrose
is a simple monomolecular reaotion free from interfering influences
throughout it 3 course*
The effect of an error in the determination of the
initial concentration of sugar was considered and the data illus-
trating sueh an effect is given in Table XXXII* Results in which
an observed initial reading was employed are shown under the first
column* The velocity constants thus obtained show a steady de-
crease* The values employed in determining these constants were
plotted in the semi-logarithmic form and an extrapolated initial
reading obtained* The velocity constants were then recalculated
using this corrected initial reading* These values are repro-
duced in the second column* The tendency to systematically de-
crease has disappeared and the values retain a fair degree of
constancy during the entire course of the reaction. The author
then reasoned, that if 14*50°, the extrapolated value, is the cor-
rect initial reading and yields constant coefficients, while an
observed value, 14*68°, yields constantly decreasing values, what
then would be the effect of an initial reading in which a negative
error was made?
Since the chances of an experimenter making a negative
error are just aa probable as those of making a positive error,
there is no reason to assume that a value .18 too low, that is an
initial reading of 14*32°, should not be obtained. To ascertain
just what effect such an error would have upon the velocity con-
stants the above data was recalculated employing 14,32° as the
initial reading. The results are presented in the third column
of Table XXXII. In this case it will be noticed that the coef-
ficients show a steady increase.
Evidently, then, it is possible to take a set of inversion
data and by fluctuating the initial reading, obtain at will, con-
atants that show either a ateady increaae or a ateady decrease.
It would appear then that such results are due to the personal
factor rather than to any side reactions taking place during the
inversion. The author feela that the increasing conatants of
Armstrong and Caldwell (2/ and the decreasing constants of Meyer
(30) must be attributed to this fact.
It appears therefore t^t a positive error in the initial
reading causes a steady decrease in the velocity constants while
a negative error causes a steady increase in these values. From
the relationship
as demonstrated in an earlier chapter, it is evident that the above
observations are in agreement with theory. The value of a0 ob-
tained by the extrapolation method is then, more accurate than
that obtained by direct observation.
Table XXXIII shows the activity of hydrochloric acid
in aqueous solution as determined by Levis (26) and the activity
of a corresponding acid in 10 per cent sucrose solution as
determined in this present investigation. The sucrose in evory
case causes a marked increase in the activity of the acid. These
results are in agreement with those of W. C. M. Lewis and his
eo-workere (21) (23). At 25° C. they report tho activity of
.10 U hydrochloric acid in 10 per cent sucrose to be .096 and at
35° C.
.099. The value obtained in this present investigation
was .1024. In aqueous solution the activity of .10 il hydrochloric
acid is .0814. Thus the activity of hydrochloric acid in aqueous
Bolution and that in the presence of sucrose are far from being
identical*
The electromotive force of the inversion mixture 3hows
a tendency to gradually decrease as the sucrose undergoes hydrolysis.
The average decrease is about .00098 volts. This corresponds to an
increase in the activity of the hydrogen ion of about .000076.
The author feels that this slight increase in the activity of the
acid may be due to the fact that a slight amount of water is used
up as the sucrose inverts thereby leaving the acid virtually stronger.
These results agree with those predicted by Taylor and Bomford (44),
Table XXX shows the relation existing between molality
of hydrochloric acid and rate of inversion. Graph II depicts the
same relationship in a pictorial manner. (Due to laek of spaee
it has been impossible to plot every strength of acid employed.)

Here the molality of aeid has been plotted against the corres-
ponding velocity constant* The lack of a linear relationship
between the two quantities is at once evident* The deviation
of the relation £ from a constant value is about 46*6 per cent*
m
over the range of molalities examined* If the failure of a linear
relationship between strength of acid and rate of inversion is
due to the abnormal behavior of the strong electrolytes* thsn
the rate of reaction should be directly proportional to the activity
of the aeid since the activity concept proposes to account for
these abnormalities*
To recapitulate ; if the deviations in acid catalysis
be due merely to an erroneous concept of actual acid strength
then the activity-rate theory should be supported*
Table XXXI contains the activity of the catalyzing
acid and the corresponding velocity constant* In the fourth
column the relation is given for each acid* The relation is
shown graphically in Graph III. (Lack of space again forbids
including every strength of acid in this plot.)

The curve shows a pronounced convex trend. Although between
the range of activity from .1024 to .0103 the relation is nearly
constant, yet over the entire range of concentrations the
deviation from a linear relationship is about 42.2 per cent.
Thus from the data accumulated in this investigation
it must be concluded that the rate of inversion of cane sugar
is not a linear function of the hydrogen-ion activity, ixerloff
(1) and French (17) arrived at a similar conclusion in regard
to the basic decomposition of di-acetone alcohol. It appears
then that the persistent deviation from a linear relationship
between strength of catalyst and speed of reaction, as encoun-
tered in acid and basic catalysis cannot be due wholly to the
abnormalities of the strong electrolytes. This view is confirmed
by studies in enzymatic catalysis. It has been shown that in
the inversion of sucrose by enzymes if the rate of reaction be
plottei against enzymatic strength a curve very similar to
that reproduced in Graph III is obtained, yet enzymes can hardly
be regarded as strong electrolytes.
In view of the above facts the author was led to
question the justification of seeking a linear relationship
between reaction rate and strength of catalyst. Is not the
curve which experimental data presents a true picture of the
relationship rather than an abnormality? It oocured to the
present investigator that this point was worthy of further con-
sideration! accordingly the following reasoning is presented.
Ia there not some hypothetical point at which further
change in acid concentration will produce no further change in
the rate of the reaction? Theory demands that there must be,
since all reactions may approach the state "instantaneous" yet
none can ever attain it, no matter how strong the catalyzing acid.
Mathematically stated; the rate of change of the velocity constant
with respect to acid strength approaches zero* The straight
line Interpretation of acid catalysis provides for no such con-
dition, since the slope of a straight line is a constant* This
condition is, however, one of the characteristics of that family
of curves which we term parabolic. It is proposed then that the
parabolic type of curve, a type commonly encountered in other
natural phenomena, gives a more exact picture of the relation
existing between reaction rate and strength of catalyst.
The equation for the parabolic family in exponential
form is
a s bk
n
where b and n are constants and a and k the two variables; in
this ease activity and velocity constant. In the logarithmic
form the above equation become*
log a - log b + n log k.
If it is true that the rate of inversion of sucrose
is a parabolic function of the strength of acid, rather than
a linear function, then a plot of the logarithm of the activity
against the logarithms of the velocity should yield a straight
lino, since b and n in the above equation are constants*
Accordingly the logarithm of the activity of the twenty-eight
adds used in this investigation were plotted against the
logarithms of the corresponding velocity constants. A repro-
duction of this plot is presented in Graph IV,

Throughout the entire range an absolutely straight line, without
the slightest indication of curvature was obtained* Thus the
original assumption appears to be correct $ namely that the relation
between rate of reaction and activity of hydrogen-ion in the case
of the inversion of sucrose is of a parabolic nature*
Since b and n, the constants in the equation a 5 bk
n
,
are the intercept on the a-axis and the slope of the line result-
ing from the log-log plot of the two variables, they may be
easily determined*
In a 10 per cent sucrose solution at 25 C* the relation
bstween the rate of inversion and the activity of the hydrogen-
ion is given by the equation
a - .013335 k*9157
where a and k are activity of the hydrogen-ion and rate of
inversion, respectively* By means of this formula it is possible
to calculate the rate of inversion knowing the activity, or
vice versa*
It has been possible to demonstrate that the parabolic
relationship is not specific for the inversion of sucrose, but
appears to apply to catalyzed reactions in general* Since this
is outside of the specific bounds of the present thesis it will
not be dealt with here. The author, however, wishes to record
the fact that this relationship may be valuable as a kinetie
method of determining hydrogen-ion concentration and may also
aid us in obtaining a more exact conception of those phenomena
which occur in that class of substances we term strong
electrolytes*
CONCLUSIONS
1* The inversion of sucrose is a simple monomolocular
reaction free from interfering influences.
2. A positive error in determining the initial
concentration of sucrose will cause a gradual decrease in the
velocity constants* A negative error in determining the initial
concentration of sucrose will cause a gradual increase in the
velocity constants*
3* The electromotive force of a 10 per cent sugar
solution undergoing inversion in the presence of hydrochloric
acid gradually decreases to a value about .00098 volts smaller
than the initial value. This drop in voltage corresponds to an
increase in the activity of the hydrogen ion of about .00076.
4. The activity of the hydrogen ion is increased in
the presence of sucrose*
5* The rate of inversion of sucrose is not a linear
function of the molality of the catalyzing acid*
6. The relation . k fails to hold, showing
a deviation of some 42 per cent over the range of acids
studied*
7. The activity of the hydrogen ion appears to be
a parabolic function of the rate of inversion of sucrose rather
than a linear function*
8. In a 10 per cent sucrose solution at 25° G» the
relation between activity of the catalyzing hydrogen ion and the
rate of inversion is given by the equation
s .013335 k*9157
9. The parabolic relation appears to be general for
many catalytic reactions*
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